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Abstract
In this paper we discuss Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC) in systems of pairwise
non-interacting bosons in random potentials in d dimensions. Working in a rather
general framework, we provide a “gap condition” which is sufficient to conclude exis-
tence of type-I BEC in probability and in the rth mean. We illustrate our results in
the context of the well-known (one-dimensional) Luttinger–Sy model. Here, when-
ever the particle density exceeds a critical value, we show in addition that only the
ground state is macroscopically occupied.
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1 Introduction
Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC) is usually referred to as a macroscopic occupation of a
one-particle state. Instead, a broader definition of BEC speaks of generalized BoseEinstein
condensation (g-BEC) where only a macroscopic occupation of an arbitrarily small energy
band of one-particle states is required. Depending on the quantity of macroscopically
occupied one-particle states in the condensate one then distinguishes three types of g-
BEC: A condensation of type I is said to occur if the number of macroscopically occupied
one-particle states is finite but at least one. If there are infinitely many such one-particle
states, the condensation is said to be of type II. Lastly, a generalized condensate in which
none of the one-particle states are macroscopically occupied is called a type-III condensate.
Although it is generally believed that repulsive interactions between the particles should
be taken into account when considering Bose gases in random potentials [LPZ04] (see also
[Sto95], [GHK05], [GHK07], [SW16]), the study of non-interacting Bose gases (Bose gases
without interaction between the particles) is nevertheless important since general features
of BEC in the considered environment are revealed [LPZ04]. Generally, a main step in
the proof of the occurrence of g-BEC in non-interacting Bose gases is to show that a
certain critical density is finite. To determine the type of the condensate, however, is
more difficult since this task requires a fairly accurate knowledge on how the eigenvalues
of the corresponding one-particle Hamiltonian at the bottom of the spectrum behave in
the thermodynamic limit.
In 1973 and 1974, Kac and Luttinger explored a non-interacting Bose gas in three
dimensions in the presence of randomly distributed impurity centers which were assumed to
represent hardcore potentials of finite range [KL73, KL74]. As a result, Kac and Luttinger
were able to show that g-BEC occurs in probability for sufficiently low temperatures or,
equivalently, for sufficiently large particle densities. Furthermore, they conjectured the
existence of a macroscopic occupation of the ground state in this case but could not prove
their assertion. They claimed that showing a certain lower bound for the gap between the
two lowest eigenvalues of the respective one-particle random Schrdinger operator of the
Bose gas would be sufficient to conclude a macroscopic occupation of the ground state.
However, no further explanation was given to bolster this claim. Although it is indeed
fairly easy to exclude a macroscopic occupation of excited states with the energy gap as
assumed by Kac and Luttinger, it seems difficult to infer that a type-I BEC necessarily
occurs. We suspect that Kac and Luttinger were not aware of the possibility that a type-III
BEC [BL82, Ber83, BLP86, BLL86] can occur.
In this paper, we rigorously prove that a slightly stronger lower bound for the energy
gap compared to the one assumed by Kac and Luttinger implies a macroscopic occupation
of the ground state in probability and in the rth mean. Consequently, confirming this lower
bound for a given random model then proves the so-called Kac–Luttinger conjecture in that
case. Our results are valid in all spatial dimensions d P N. We formulate our requirements
for the random potential in a rather general framework. All of them are fulfilled, for
example, by a Poisson random potential on Rd, d P N, that has a non-negative, bounded,
and compactly supported function as its single-impurity potential. The one-dimensional
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Luttinger–Sy [LS73a, LS73b] model (with infinite as well as finite interaction strength, see
also [KPS19b]) also meets the requirement.
We formulate our general model and our assumptions for the random potential in Sec-
tion 2. There, we also state and prove our main results, i.e., Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.9.
In Section 3, we apply our results of Section 2 to the Luttinger–Sy model and show that
in this model a type-I BEC, in which only the ground state is macroscopically occupied,
occurs in probability and in the rth mean. For the convenience of the reader we provide
miscellaneous results that we use for proofs in this paper in Appendix A.
Finally, we remark that type-I BEC in the Luttinger–Sy model was previously inves-
tigated in [LZ07]. However, the authors used other methods and worked in a somewhat
different setting resulting in a different thermodynamic limit.
2 General model and results
Let pΩ,A ,Pq be a probability space. In this paper we shall consider self-adjoint random
Schrdinger operators (acting as single-particle Hamiltonians) of the form
Hω “ ´∆` Vω , ω P Ω , (2.1)
on L2pRdq. The restriction of Hω to a box ΛN :“
`
´ L
1{d
N {2, L
1{d
N {2
˘d
, LN ą 0, with
Dirichlet boundary conditions is given by the self-adjoint operator
HN,ω “ ´∆` Vω , ω P Ω , N P N , (2.2)
on L2pΛNq with the Sobolev space H
1
0
pΛNq as its domain. Here, ´∆ is the d-dimensional
(Dirichlet-) Laplacian and Vω is a random potential [FP92, Chapter 1]. We assume that
HN,ω is P-almost surely a positive self-adjoint operator with purely discrete spectrum, i.e.,
with a spectrum that consists only of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicities. This is
the case, for example, if Vω is a Poisson random potential on R
d, d P N, with a single-
impurity potential that is a bounded, compactly supported and non-negative function
[LPZ04, Proposition 3.3], [FP92, Theorem 5.1]. These assumptions are also fulfilled if Vω
is, informally, a Poisson random potential on R with a singular single-impurity potential
of the form γδ where γ ą 0 or γ “ 8 denotes the interaction strength and δ the Dirac-δ
distribution [FP92, p. 146], [LZ07].
We denote the associated sequence of eigenvalues of HN,ω, written in ascending order
and each eigenvalue repeated according to its multiplicity, by pEj,ωN qjPN and the associated
sequence of eigenfunctions by pϕj,ωN qjPN. Note that E
j,ω
N ą 0 and ϕ
j,ω
N P L
2pΛNq for P-almost
all ω P Ω and all j, N P N. Moreover, we indicate a random variable by writing an ω as a
subscript or superscript. E refers to the expectation of a random variable with respect to
P.
Remark 2.1. We also allow for HamiltoniansHN,ω where the potential VN,ω is distribution-
valued as it is the case in the Luttinger–Sy model. In this case, one defines the Hamiltonian
HN,ω rigorously via its associated quadratic form on H
1
0 pΛNq.
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We recall that the standard counting function is given by
N
I,ω
N pEq :“
1
LN
ˇˇ 
j P N : Ej,ωN ă E
(ˇˇ
, ω P Ω , E P R , (2.3)
where |A| denotes the number of elements of a set A Ă N. The function N I,ωN is called
the integrated density of states and is P-almost surely left-continuous and monotonically
increasing. For P-almost all ω P Ω, N I,ωN consequently defines a unique Borel measure, that
is, a measure on the Borel-σ-algebra on R such that the measure of any compact subset of
R is finite. Ones denotes this uniquely defined measure by N ωN and calls it the density of
states.
Throughout this paper, we employ the standard thermodynamic limit : For N Ñ8 the
volume LN of the box ΛN increases with the particle number N of the system in such a
way that the particle density N{LN “: ρ ą 0 remains constant for all N P N.
In addition to what was mentioned above, we assume the following about HN,ω in the rest
of the paper:
Assumptions 2.2.
(i) For the ground-state energy E1,ωN of H
1,ω
N , we have lim
NÑ8
E
1,ω
N “ 0 P-almost surely.
(ii) There exists a non-random measure N8 such that P-almost surely
lim
NÑ8
N ωN “ N8 (2.4)
in the vague sense; see Remark 2.3.
(iii) There exist constants c1 ą 0 and rE ą 0 such that for all N P N and all 0 ă E ď rE
one has
E N
I,ω
N pEq ď c1N
I
8pEq .
Here,
N I8pEq :“ N8pp´8, Eqq “
$&%
ş
p0,Eq
dN8pEq if E ą 0
0 if E ď 0
for all E P R.
(iv) There exists a constant 0 ă η1 ă 1 such that
lim
NÑ8
N1´η1N I8
¨˝˜
p1` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d
lnLN
¸2{d‚˛“ 0 ,
where γd ą 0 is the lowest Dirichlet eigenvalue of ´∆ on the d-dimensional sphere
with unit volume.
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We refer to Remark 2.12 for examples of random potentials for which these assumptions
are met.
Remark 2.3. A sequence pMNqNPN of Radon measures (that is, of measures that are
inner regular and locally finite) on the Borel-σ-algebra on R is said to converge to a Radon
measure M8 in the vague sense if
lim
NÑ8
ż
R
fpEq dMNpEq “
ż
R
fpEq dM8pEq
for all continuous and compactly supported functions f : R Ñ R, see, e.g., [Bau01] for
more details.
Remark 2.4. Assumption 2.2 (iv) implies in particular that
lim
ǫÑ0`
ǫ´1N I8pǫq “ 0 ,
as well as
εż
0
N I8pEqE
´2 dE ă 8
for arbitrary ε ą 0.
An important quantity in the context of BEC in non-interacting models is the so-called
critical density ρcpβq where β :“ 1{T P p0,8q denotes the inverse temperature. With
BpEq :“
`
eβE ´ 1
˘´1
1p0,8qpEq , (2.5)
1ApEq being the indicator function of a measurable set A Ă R, ρcpβq is defined as
ρcpβq :“
ż
R
BpEq dN8pEq . (2.6)
As usual, we study BEC in the grand-canonical ensemble of statistical mechanics. Hence,
the number of particles occupying the jth eigenstate is P-almost surely given by
n
j,ω
N :“
´
eβpE
j,ω
N
´µω
N
q ´ 1
¯´1
. (2.7)
Here, µωN P p´8, E
1,ω
N q is the so-called chemical potential which is, for P-almost all ω P Ω,
uniquely determined by the condition that
1
LN
8ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N “ ρ (2.8)
holds for all values of N P N. We now state a first result which shows that the critical
density as defined in (2.6) is indeed finite which consequently implies the existence of
generalized BEC. For the proof we refer to [LPZ04, Theorem 4.1] in combination with
[KPS19b, Theorem 2.7].
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Theorem 2.5 (Generalized BEC). Under the above Assumptions 2.2 one has ρcpβq ă 8.
In addition, if and only if the particle density is larger than the critical density, ρ ą ρcpβq,
generalized BEC P-almost surely occurs, i.e., one has
P
¨˝
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim inf
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
jPN:Ej,ω
N
´E1,ω
N
ďǫ
n
j,ω
N “
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
ą 0‚˛“ 1 . (2.9)
Moreover, whenever ρ ą ρcpβq the sequence of chemical potentials pµ
ω
NqNPN P-almost surely
converges to zero.
In order to study the existence of macroscopic occupation of the ground state and to
determine the type of condensation, we introduce the event
Ωc2,c3N :“
$&%ω P Ω : Ec2`1,ωN ´ E1,ωN ě c3N´1`η1 and E1,ωN ď
«´
1`
η1
4
¯ νγd{2d
lnLN
ff2{d,.- (2.10)
for some c2 P N and c3 ą 0 and with the constant η1 from Assumption 2.2 (iv). At this
point we remark two facts: Firstly, the event Ωc2,c3N is the main ingredient in the “gap
condition” as formulated in Theorem 2.7. Secondly, the upper bound for the ground-state
energy E1,ωN in (2.10) is P-almost surely fulfilled if Vω is a Poisson random potential on
R
d with a single-impurity potential that is a bounded, non-negative, compactly supported
function, see for example [Szn98, Theorem 4.6].
Proposition 2.6. Under Assumptions 2.2, for ρ ą ρcpβq, one has
lim inf
NÑ8
E
ż
p0,E
c2,ω
N
s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ě ρ´ ρcpβq ´ ρ
´
1´ lim inf
NÑ8
PpΩc2,c3N q
¯
(2.11)
Proof. For ǫ ą 0 and η1 from (2.10) we define the sets
pΩp1q,ǫN :“ tω P Ω : Ec2,ωN ě ǫu ,pΩp2q,ǫN :“ tω P Ω : Ec2,ωN ă ǫu ,
pΩc2,c3N :“ pΩp2q,ǫN X Ωc2,c3N X
$&%ω P Ω : Ec2`1,ωN ě
«´
1`
η1
2
¯ νγd{2d
lnpLNq
ff2{d,.- ,
and
rΩc2,c3N :“ pΩp2q,ǫN X Ωc2,c3N X
$&%ω P Ω : Ec2`1,ωN ă
«´
1`
η1
2
¯ νγd{2d
lnpLNq
ff2{d,.- .
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For all ǫ ą 0 and all N P N we conclude
ρ “
ż
p0,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq
“
ż
p0,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq `
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq
and thus
ρ ď
ż
pΩp1q,ǫ
N
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
`
ż
pΩp2q,ǫ
N
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
`
ż
pΩp2q,ǫ
N
ż
pE
c2,ω
N
,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
` E
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq .
Hence, we obtain
E
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq (2.12)
ě ρ´
ż
pΩp2q,ǫ
N
XΩ
c2,c3
N
ż
pE
c2,ω
N
,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq (2.13)
´
ż
pΩp2q,ǫ
N
XΩzΩ
c2,c3
N
ż
pE
c2,ω
N
,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq (2.14)
´ E
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq (2.15)
“: ρ´ ANpǫq ´BNpǫq ´ CNpǫq (2.16)
for all ǫ ą 0 and all N P N. In the following, we will discuss the limit limǫÑ0` lim supNÑ8
of this equation.
Firstly, we state an upper bound for the term in line (2.15) in the considered limit. Let
ǫ ą 0 be arbitrarily given. For P-almost all ω P Ω and all N P N, we have the bound
7
ş
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď ρ. Employing Lemma A.1, we conclude that
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď
ż
pǫ,8q
BpEq dN8pEq `
2
βǫ
N I8pǫq
P-almost surely. By using the (reverse) Fatou Lemma, we obtain
lim sup
NÑ8
E
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď
ż
pǫ,8q
BpEq dN8pEq `
2
βǫ
N I8pǫq .
Hence,
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
CNpǫq ď lim
ǫÑ0`
ż
pǫ,8q
BpEq dN8pEq “
ż
p0,8q
BpEq dN8pEq “ ρcpβq ,
where we used definitions (2.5) and (2.6) in the last step.
Next, we are concerned with the integral in line (2.13), and we are going to show that
limǫÑ0` limNÑ8AN pǫq “ 0. Let ǫ ą 0 be arbitrarily given. For convenience, we define
A
p1q
N pǫq :“
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
E
c2,ω
N
,rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
 BpE ´ µ
ω
Nq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq ,
A
p2q
N pǫq :“
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
,ǫ
 BpE ´ µ
ω
Nq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
for all N P N large enough such that rp1` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d { lnpLNqs
2{d ă ǫ, and
A
p3q
N pǫq :“
ż
pΩc2,c3
N
ż
pE
c2,ω
N
,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEqdPpωq .
Now, since BpE ´ µωNq ď rβpE ´E
1,ω
N qs
´1 ď pβc3q
´1N1´η1 for all but finitely many N P N,
all ω P Ωc2,c3N , and all E ě E
c2`1,ω
N , we obtain
lim
NÑ8
A
p1q
N pǫq “ lim
NÑ8
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
E
c2,ω
N
,rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
 BpE ´ µ
ω
Nq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
ď pβc3q
´1 lim
NÑ8
N1´η1
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
E
c2,ω
N
,rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
 dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
ď pβc3q
´1 lim
NÑ8
N1´η1
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
N
I,ω
N
¨˝˜
p1` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d
lnpLNq
¸2{d‚˛dPpωq .
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Using the fact that N I,ωN pEq ě 0 for P-almost all ω P Ω, for all E P R, and for all N P N
as well as employing our conditions (iii) and (iv) from Assumptions 2.2, we get
lim
NÑ8
A
p1q
N pǫq ď pβc3q
´1 lim
NÑ8
N1´η1E N
I,ω
N
¨˝˜
p1` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d
lnpLN q
¸2{d‚˛
ď pβc3q
´1c1 lim
NÑ8
N1´η1N I8
¨˝˜
p1` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d
lnpLNq
¸2{d‚˛
“ 0 .
Secondly, for arbitrary N P N we conclude that for all E ě rp1 ` η1{2qνγ
d{2
d { lnpLN qs
2{d
and for all ω P rΩc2,c3N ,
E ě
˜´
1`
η1
2
¯ νγd{2d
lnpLNq
¸2{d
ě
ˆ
1` η1{2
1` η1{4
˙2{d
E
1,ω
N
and, consequently,
E ´ µωN ě E ´ E
1,ω
N ě
«
1´
ˆ
1` η1{4
1` η1{2
˙2{dff
E “ c4E ,
where we have set c4 :“ 1´ pr1` η1{4s{r1` η1{2sq
2{d ą 0. Hence,
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
A
p2q
N pǫq
“ lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
,ǫ
 BpE ´ µ
ω
Nq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
ď lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
,ǫ
 B pc4Eq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
ď pβc4q
´1 lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
ż
ˆ
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
,ǫ
 E
´1 dN ωNpEq dPpωq .
Employing an integration by parts (for Lebesgue–Stieltjes integrals, see, e.g., [HS65, The-
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orem 21.67]), we have
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
A
p2q
N pǫq
ď pβc4q
´1 lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
«
ǫ´1N
I,ω
N p2ǫq
`
ǫż
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
N
I,ω
N pEqE
´2 dE
fiffiffifl dPpωq .
We then use again the fact that N I,ωN pEq ě 0 for P-almost all ω P Ω, all E P R, and all
N P N and employ Assumption 2.2 (iii) and Remark 2.4 to obtain
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
A
p2q
N pǫq
ď pβc4q
´1 lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
«
ǫ´1
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
N
I,ω
N p2ǫq dPpωq
`
ǫż
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
E´2
ż
rΩc2,c3
N
N
I,ω
N pEq dPpωq dE
fiffiffifl
ď pβc4q
´1 lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
«
ǫ´1E N
I,ω
N p2ǫq
`
ǫż
rp1`η1{2qνγd{2d { lnpLN qs
2{d
E´2E N
I,ω
N pEq dE
fiffiffifl
ď
c1
βc4
lim
ǫÑ0`
»–ǫ´1N I8p2ǫq ` ǫż
0
N I8pEqE
´2 dE
fifl
“ 0 .
In a third step we show that
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
A
p3q
N pǫq “ 0
proceeding similarly as before. Note that for all N P N, all ω P pΩc2,c3N , and all E ą Ec2`1,ωN
we now have
E ě Ec2`1,ωN ě
˜´
1`
η1
2
¯ νγd{2d
lnpLN q
¸2{d
ě
ˆ
1` η1{2
1` η1{4
˙2{d
E
1,ω
N
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and hence
E ´ µωN ě E ´ E
1,ω
N ě
«
1´
ˆ
1` η1{4
1` η1{2
˙2{dff
E “ c4E .
Consequently,
lim
ǫÑ0`
lim sup
NÑ8
A
p3q
N pǫq ď
c1
βc4
lim
ǫÑ0`
»–ǫ´1N I8p2ǫq ` ǫż
0
N I8pEqE
´2 dE
fifl “ 0 .
Summing up the last steps we have shown that limǫÑ0` lim supNÑ8ANpǫq “ 0.
In a final step we bound the term in line (2.14): For all ǫ ą 0,
lim sup
NÑ8
BNpǫq ď lim sup
NÑ8
ż
pΩp2q,ǫ
N
XΩzΩ
c2,c3
N
ż
p0,ǫs
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq dPpωq
ď ρ lim sup
NÑ8
P pΩzΩc2,c3N q .
Thus,
lim inf
NÑ8
E
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ě ρ´ ρc ´ ρ lim sup
NÑ8
P pΩzΩc2,c3N q .
We can now state our main result which allows to conclude that, for particle densities
larger than the critical one and given a certain “gap condition” is satisfied, one indeed has
BEC of type I in probability.
Theorem 2.7 (Type-I BEC in probability). Assume that Assumptions 2.2 are fulfilled
and that ρ ą ρcpβq. If HN,ω is such that the “gap condition” for some c2 P N and c3 ą 0
is fulfilled, i.e.,
lim
NÑ8
P pΩc2,c3N q “ 1 , (2.17)
then, for all η ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă η
¸
“ 1 . (2.18)
In addition, for all η ą 0 and all j ě c2 ` 1 one has
lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
nj,ω
N
ě η
˙
“ 0 (2.19)
In other words, one has type-I BEC in probability if the gap condition (2.17) is fulfilled.
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Proof. We define ρ0pβq :“ ρ ´ ρcpβq for convenience. Assumption (2.17) together with
Proposition 2.6 imply that
lim inf
NÑ8
E
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ě ρ0pβq . (2.20)
On the other hand, with Lemma A.2, the (reverse) Fatou Lemma, and the fact thatż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď ρ
for P-almost all ω P Ω and for all N P N, we obtain
lim sup
NÑ8
E
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď E lim sup
NÑ8
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq
ď ρ0pβq .
In conclusion, remembering the relation ρ “ N{LN ,
lim
NÑ8
E
ż
p0,Ec2,ωN s
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq “ lim
NÑ8
E
ρ
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N “ ρ0pβq . (2.21)
In addition, for an arbitrary rη ą 0 and with Lemma A.2 we obtain
0 ď lim sup
NÑ8
ż
1
N
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
N
ąρ0pβq{ρ
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
¸
dPpωq
ď lim sup
NÑ8
ż
ρ0pβq{ρă
1
N
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
N
ăpρ0pβq{ρq`rη
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
¸
dPpωq
` lim sup
NÑ8
ż
1
N
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
N
ěpρ0pβq{ρq`rη
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
¸
dPpωq
ď rη ` ˆ1´ ρ0pβq
ρ
˙
lim
NÑ8
P
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ě
ρ0pβq
ρ
` rη¸
ď rη .
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Thus, by (2.21),
0 “ lim
NÑ8
E
«
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
ff
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
Ω
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
¸
dPpωq
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
1
N
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
N
ďρ0pβq{ρ
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
¸
dPpωq .
We conclude
lim
NÑ8
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ 0
and, consequently, for all η ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ0pβq
ρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă η
¸
“ 1 .
Finally, we show the last part of the theorem: Using the fact that N´1
řc2`1
j“1 n
j,ω
N ď 1 for
P-almost all ω P Ω and for all N P N, Lemma A.2, and the (reverse) Fatou Lemma we
obtain
lim sup
NÑ8
E
1
N
c2`1ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ď
ρ0pβq
ρ
.
In addition,
lim inf
NÑ8
E
1
N
c2`1ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ě lim
NÑ8
E
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N “
ρ0pβq
ρ
,
see (2.21). Therefore,
ρ0pβq
ρ
“ lim
NÑ8
E
1
N
c2`1ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N “
ρ0pβq
ρ
` lim
NÑ8
E
n
c2`1,ω
N
N
.
For any j ě c2 ` 1 we thus conclude, due to the fact that n
j,ω
N ď n
c2`1,ω
N for P-almost all
ω P Ω and for all N P N,
lim
NÑ8
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇnj,ωNN
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ 0
and, in particular, for all η ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
P
˜
n
j,ω
N
N
ă η
¸
“ 1 .
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Remark 2.8. Since c2 n
1,ω
N ě
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
N for P-almost all ω P Ω and for all N P N,
Theorem 2.7 immediately implies that, for ρ ą ρc and for all η ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
1
N
n
1,ω
N ą c
´1
2
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
´ η
˙
“ 1 .
This shows that the ground state is macroscopically occupied in probability.
In a next result we establish another consequence of Theorem 2.7, namely, existence of
BEC in the rth mean.
Corollary 2.9 (Type-I BEC in the rth mean). Assume that ρ ą ρcpβq and that the gap
condition (2.17) is fulfilled. Then, for all r ě 1, one has
lim
NÑ8
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r
“ 0 (2.22)
as well as
lim
NÑ8
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇnj,ωNN
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r
“ 0 (2.23)
for every j ě c2.
Proof. The proof readily follows from Theorem 2.7 taking into account standard results
from probability theory. Namely, from Theorem 2.7 we conclude that the two sequences
of random variables˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
¸
NPN
and
ˆ
n
c2`1,ω
N
N
˙
NPN
converge to zero in probability. In addition, since
´1 ď
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ´
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
ď 1
and
0 ď
n
c2`1,ω
N
N
ď 1
for P-almost all ω P Ω, both sequences are P-almost surely uniformly bounded which then
implies the statement.
Corollary 2.10 (Almost sure macroscopic occupation of the ground state). If the require-
ments of Theorem 2.7 are fulfilled, then the ground state is P-almost surely macroscopically
occupied,
P
ˆ
lim sup
NÑ8
n
1,ω
N
N
ą 0
˙
“ 1 .
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Proof. The statement can be proved in a similar vein as [KPS19b, Theorem 3.5], taking
Remark 2.8 into account.
Alternatively, (2.18) implies, for P-almost all ω P Ω, the existence of a subsequence´
1
Nk
řc2
j“1 n
j,ω
Nk
¯
kPN
converging to ρ´ρcpβq
ρ
in the limit k Ñ8. Consequently,
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
ď lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ď c2 lim sup
NÑ8
n
1,ω
N
N
P-almost surely, which implies the statement.
Remark 2.11. By the reverse triangle inequality we also see the following: Given the
requirements in Theorem 2.7 are met, then
lim
NÑ8
E
˜
1
N
c2ÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N
¸r
“ E
ˆ
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
˙r
for all r ě 1. In particular,
lim inf
NÑ8
E
n
1,ω
N
N
ě
1
c2
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
,
i.e., the ground state is macroscopically occupied in expectation.
Remark 2.12. A Poisson random potential on Rd, d P N, with a single-impurity potential
that is a non-negative, compactly supported, and bounded function fulfills all requirements
of Assumptions 2.2, see, for example, [Szn98, Theorem 4.6],[FP92, Theorem 5.20, 5.25,
and Theorem 10.2], as well as [LMW03]. Theorem 2.7 and Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10 thus
apply to such a Poisson random potential. To the best of our knowledge, however, it is
so far not known whether the “gap condition” of Theorem 2.7 is then valid. In the next
chapter, we study a special case of Poisson random potentials on R for which we are able
to confirm the “gap condition.”
3 An example: the Luttinger–Sy model
In this section we are concerned with BEC in the Luttinger–Sy model (LS-model) [LS73a,
LS73b] for which all the assumptions on the Hamiltonian HN,ω, see Assumptions 2.2 and
before, are fulfilled. It is our aim to show that also the “gap condition” as formulated in
Theorem 2.7 is realized in the LS-model. Hence, the corresponding versions of Theorem 2.7
and Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10 hold for the LS-model, too.
The Luttinger–Sy model is a random one-dimensional model which is obtained by
dissecting the real line R into a (P-almost surely) countable number of intervals via a set
of points txˆjpωquj generated by a Poisson point process of intensity ν ą 0. These points
can P-almost surely be labeled by Z such that
. . . ă xˆ´1pωq ă xˆ0pωq ă 0 ă xˆ1pωq ă xˆ2pωq ă . . . .
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We refer to [Kin93, Chapter 4] for more details regarding the Poisson point process on R.
At each point xˆjpωq one then imposes a Dirichlet boundary condition which is informally
equivalent to saying that one places a Dirac-δ potential of infinite strength γ “ 8 at each
Poisson point xˆjpωq. Hence, the one-particle Hamiltonian in the LS-model is informally
given by
Hω “ ´
d2
dx2
` γ
ÿ
jPZ
δpx´ xˆjpωqq , ω P Ω , γ “ 8 , (3.1)
pΩ,A ,Pq denoting the underlying probability space. BEC is investigated employing a
thermodynamic limit which makes it necessary - in a first step - to restrict Hω to finite
volume. For this one introduces the window ΛN :“ p´LN{2,`LN{2q Ă R where the
length LN is determined through the relation LN :“ N{ρ, N P N denotes the number of
particles, and ρ ą 0 is the particle density. On L2pΛNq one then introduces the (informal)
finite-volume one-particle Hamiltonian
HN,ω :“ ´
d2
dx2
` γ
ÿ
jPZ:xˆjpωqPΛN
δpx´ xˆjpωqq , ω P Ω , γ “ 8 . (3.2)
We refer to [LZ07, KPS19a] for a rigorous realization of HN,ω as a self-adjoint operator.
Since one imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions at each point xˆjpωq, the window ΛN
effectively consists of a collection of smaller intervals of lengths lj,ωN :“ |pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωqq X
ΛN | on each of which the operator HN,ω acts as the standard one-dimensional Dirichlet
Laplacian. As a consequence, the eigenvalues of HN,ω are just the collection of all the
eigenvalues coming from these Dirichlet Laplacians; their eigenvalues, on the other hand,
are explicitly given: namely, the nth eigenvalue on the interval with length lj,ωN simply is
pπn{lj,ωN q
2, n P N.
We denote the intervals generated by the Poisson point process within ΛN by
I
j,ω
N :“ pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωqq X ΛN
for all j P Z and all N P N. Also, let lk,ωN,ą, k P N, be the kth largest length of these
intervals. We denote by κωN the number of Poisson points within ΛN . Consequently, for
P-almost all ω P Ω and for all N P N there are κωN ` 1 many lengths l
j,ω
N that are larger
than zero. Furthermore, tlˆj,ω : j P Zzt0uu Y t|pxˆ0pωq, 0q|u Y t|p0, xˆ1pωqq|u where lˆ
j,ω :“
|pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωq| are mutually independent, exponentially distributed random variables
with common probability density νe´νl [Kin93, Section 4.1].
Another main advantage of considering the LS-model is that there is an explicit ex-
pression for the integrated density of states: One has
N I8pEq “ ν
e´νπE
´1{2
1´ e´νπE´1{2
1p0,8qpEq , E P R , (3.3)
see [LPZ04, Proposition 3.2] and also [Egg72, LS73a, LS73b].
Now we state a version of Theorem 2.7 for the LS-model. For this, recall the “gap
condition” (2.10).
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Theorem 3.1 (Gap condition in the LS-model). In the LS-model one has
lim
NÑ8
PpΩ1,1N q “ 1 .
Proof. We will prove that the gap condition is actually fulfilled for any value 0 ă η1 ă 1{2
of the constant η1 appearing in Assumptions 2.2 (iv) and definition (2.10).
Let 0 ă η1 ă 1{2 be arbitrary. We conclude with Lemma A.5 that
P
ˆ
lim
NÑ8
„´
1`
η1
3
¯´1 lnpLNq
ν
´ l1,ωN,ą

`
“ 0
˙
“ 1
and consequently, for an arbitrary η ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l
1,ω
N,ą ď
´
1`
η1
2
¯´1 lnpLN q
ν
˙
ď lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ„´
1`
η1
3
¯´1 lnpLN q
ν
´ l1,ωN,ą

`
ą η
˙
“ 0
Therefore, since E1,ωN “ π
2{
`
l
1,ω
N,ą
˘2
,
lim
NÑ8
P
˜
E
1,ω
N ď
„´
1`
η1
2
¯ νπ
lnpLN q
2¸
“ 1 .
The show the second part of the gap condition, we introduce a few definitions first: We
denote by l˜ 1,ωN,ą the largest and by l˜
2,ω
N,ą the second largest length of all intervals tI
j,ω
N ujPZzt0u
without the two outer intervals
I
R,ω
N :“ I
j
max,ω
N
,ω
N where j
max,ω
N :“ max
 
j P Z : Ij,ωN ą 0
(
,
and
I
L,ω
N :“ I
j
min,ω
N
,ω
N where j
min,ω
N :“ min
 
j P Z : Ij,ωN ą 0
(
.
as well as without I0,ωN for all N P N and all ω P Ω for which they exist, that is, for which
it is κωN ě 4; otherwise, i.e., if κ
ω
N ď 4, we set l˜
1,ω
N,ą :“ 0 and l˜
2,ω
N,ą :“ 0. Furthermore, we
define the sets
Ω
pRq
N :“
"
ω P Ω : |IR,ωN | ď
1
2ν
lnpNq
*
,
Ω
pLq
N :“
"
ω P Ω : |IL,ωN | ď
1
2ν
lnpNq
*
,
Ω
p0q
N :“
"
ω P Ω : |I0,ωN | ď
1
2ν
lnpNq
*
.
Note that for any N P N,
P
´
Ω
pRq
N
¯
ě 1´ e´p1{2q lnpNq ,
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P´
Ω
pLq
N
¯
ě 1´ e´p1{2q lnpNq ,
see, e.g., [Kin93, Section 4.1], and
P
´
Ω
p0q
N
¯
ě P
ˆ"
ω P Ω : |p0, xˆ1pωqq| ď
1
4ν
lnpNq
*
X
"
ω P Ω : |pxˆ0pωq, 0q| ď
1
4ν
lnpNq
*˙
ě
`
1´ e´p1{4q lnpNq
˘
`
`
1´ e´p1{4q lnpNq
˘
´ 1 “ 1´ 2e´p1{4q lnpNq .
With Lemma A.5, with the fact that P
`
lim supNÑ8pl
1,ω
N,ą{ lnpNq
˘
ď κ{νq “ 1 for all κ ą 2,
which can be shown in the same way as [KPS19b, Lemma A.2], and with Lemma A.6,
where we choose a “ 1 and η1 ă ηˆ ă 1{2, we obtain
lim
NÑ8
P
¨˝˜
π
l
2,ω
N,ą
¸2
´
˜
π
l
1,ω
N,ą
¸2
ą
1
N1´η1
‚˛
“ lim
NÑ8
P
˜
l
1,ω
N,ą ´ l
2,ω
N,ą ą
π´2
N1´η1
¨
`
l
1,ω
N,ąl
2,ω
N,ą
˘2
l
1,ω
N,ą ` l
2,ω
N,ą
¸
ě lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l
1,ω
N,ą ´ l
2,ω
N,ą ą
π´2
N1´η1
`
l
1,ω
N,ą
˘3˙
ě lim
NÑ8
P
˜#
ω P Ω : l1,ωN,ą ´ l
2,ω
N,ą ą
`
3ν´1 lnpNq
˘3
π2N1´η1
+
X
"
ω P Ω :
3
4
ν´1 lnpNq ď l1,ωN,ą ď 3ν
´1 lnpNq
*˙
ě lim
NÑ8
P
˜#
ω P Ω : l˜ 1,ωN,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
`
3ν´1 lnpNq
˘3
π2N1´η1
+
X
"
ω P Ω :
3
4
ν´1 lnpNq ď l1,ωN,ą ď 3ν
´1 lnpNq
*
X Ω
p0q
N X Ω
pLq
N X Ω
pRq
N
˙
ě lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
1
N1´ηˆ
˙
` lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ"
3
4
ν´1 lnpNq ď l1,ωN,ą ď 3ν
´1 lnpNq
*
X Ω
p0q
N X Ω
pLq
N X Ω
pRq
N
˙
´ 1
“ 1 .
On the other hand, for the energy gap between the ground-state energy and the first excited
energy on the largest interval we have
lim
NÑ8
P
¨˝˜
2π
l
1,ω
N,ą
¸2
´
˜
π
l
1,ω
N,ą
¸2
ě
1
3
ˆ
νπ
lnpNq
˙2‚˛“ 1 ,
since limNÑ8Ppl
1,ω
N,ą ď p3{νq lnpNqq “ 1.
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Finally, since the second eigenvalue E2,ωN is either the energy of the first excited state
on the largest interval l1,ωN,ą or the ground state energy of the second largest interval l
2,ω
N,ą,
we obtain
lim
NÑ8
P
`
Ω1,1N
˘
ě lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
E
2,ω
N ´ E
1,ω
N ą
1
N1´η1
˙
` lim
NÑ8
P
˜
E
1,ω
N ď
„´
1`
η1
2
¯ νπ
lnpLN q
2¸
´ 1
“ 1 .
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 shows that, in probability, only the ground state is macroscop-
ically occupied in the LS-model. We also recall that Corollary 2.10 shows that the ground
state is P-almost surely macroscopically occupied.
A Miscellaneous results
In this appendix we collect various results, some of which we referred to in the previous
text. Lemma A.1 can be proved similarly as [KPS19b, Lemma A.7].
Lemma A.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 one has, for ρ ą ρcpβq and given
ǫ ą 0, P-almost surely
lim sup
NÑ8
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ď
ż
pǫ,8q
BpEq dN8pEq `
2
βǫ
N I8pǫq , (A.1)
lim inf
NÑ8
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq ě
ż
pǫ,8q
BpEq dN8pEq ´
4
βǫ
N I8p2ǫq . (A.2)
Lemma A.2. If the particle density ρ is larger than the critical density, ρ ą ρcpβq, then
for any c P N we P-almost surely have
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
cÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ď
ρ0pβq
ρ
.
Proof. Let ǫ ą 0 be arbitrary. We recall the well-known fact that pEj,ωN qNPN is, for every
fixed j P N, a monotonically decreasing sequence. Hence, for all 1 ă j ď c the sequence
pEj,ωN qNPN either converges to a constant bj ą 0 or to zero. If the sequence does not
converge to zero one obtains
lim
NÑ8
n
j,ω
N
N
ď β´1 lim
NÑ8
pEj,ωN ´ µ
ω
Nq
´1
N
ď β´1 lim
NÑ8
2b´1j
N
“ 0 ,
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where we used the fact that pµωNqNPN also converges to zero, see Theorem 2.5. Thus, in
either case,
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
cÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ď lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
jPN:Ej,ω
N
ďǫ
n
j,ω
N
“ ρ´1
»—–ρ´ lim inf
NÑ8
ż
pǫ,8q
BpE ´ µωNq dN
ω
NpEq
fiffifl .
Finally, with Lemma A.1 and taking infǫ on both sides we arrive at
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
cÿ
j“1
n
j,ω
N ď
ρ´ ρcpβq
ρ
“
ρ0pβq
ρ
,
see also Remark 2.4.
In the rest of this appendix, we are concerned with the Luttinger–Sy model, see Sec-
tion 3. Recall that pxˆjpωqqjPZ with . . . ă xˆ´1pωq ă xˆ0pωq ă 0 ă xˆ1pωq ă xˆ2pωq ă . . . are
the points generated by a Poisson point process of intensity ν ą 0 and κωN is the number
of Poisson points within the window p´LN{2, LN{2q. Furthermore, lˆ
j,ω “ |pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωq|
and lj,ωN “ |pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωqq X ΛN |. For the convenience of the reader, we present the
next two lemmata with a proof, although more general versions of them can be found in
[KPS19a, Appendix C].
Lemma A.3. For all ǫ ą 0 and for P-almost all ω P Ω there exists an rN P N such that
for all N ě rN
p1´ ǫqνLN ă κ
ω
N ă p1` ǫqνLN . (A.3)
In particular, we P-almost surely have
lim
NÑ8
κωN
LN
“ ν .
Proof. Firstly, we note that 1 ´ θ ` θ lnpθq ą 0 for any θ P p0,8qzt1u as well as that for
arbitrary N P N,
P pκωN ě θνLN q ď e
´νLN p1´θ`θ ln θq (A.4)
if θ ě 1 and
P pκωN ď θνLN q ď e
´νLN p1´θ`θ ln θq (A.5)
for 0 ă θ ď 1, see [SYZ12, Section 3.3.2]. The first part of this theorem now follows with
the Borel–Cantelli lemma.
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Furthermore, using (A.3) we conclude
lim inf
NÑ8
κωN
LN
ě p1´ ǫqν and lim sup
NÑ8
κωN
LN
ď p1` ǫqν
P-almost surely. Since ǫ ą 0 can be chosen arbitrarily, the last statement of this theorem
is also shown.
Lemma A.4. For all 0 ă ǫ ă 1 and for P-almost all ω P Ω there exists an rN P N such
that for all N ě rN ,
l
j,ω
N
$’&’%
“ lˆj,ω if j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
ď lˆj,ω if j P JtνLN u
“ 0 if j P ZzpJtνLN u Y t0uq
,
where Jk :“ t´k,´k ` 1, . . . , k ´ 1, kuzt0u, k P N.
Proof. Recall that Ij,ωN “ pxˆjpωq, xˆj`1pωqq X ΛN . Clearly, l
j,ω
N ď lˆ
j,ω for all j P Z, N P N,
and ω P Ω. In addition, we have lj,ωN “ lˆ
j,ω for all j P Z, N P N, and ω P Ω for which
I
j,ω
N Ă ΛN , that is, for which I
j,ω
N is entirely within the window ΛN . Similarly, we have
l
j,ω
N “ 0 for every j P Z, N P N, and ω P Ω for which I
j,ω
N XΛN “ H, that is, for which I
j,ω
N
is entirely outside the window ΛN .
We now determine when either of the last two cases holds. By κ
p1q,ω
N P N, we denote
the number of atoms of the Poisson random measure within p´LN{2, 0s. Similarly, the
number of atoms of the Poisson random measure within r0, LN{2q shall be κ
p2q,ω
N P N. Let
an arbitrary 0 ă ǫ ă 1 be given. Since there are not κωN but κ
ω
N ` 1 many intervals within
ΛN , we then pick an arbitrary 0 ă ǫ
1 ă ǫ. With an appropriate version of Lemma A.3 we
then conclude that for P-almost all ω P rΩ there exists an rN P N such that for all N ě rN ,
1
2
p1´ ǫ1qνLN ď κ
p1q,ω
N ď
1
2
p1` ǫ1qνLN
and
1
2
p1´ ǫ1qνLN ď κ
p2q,ω
N ď
1
2
p1` ǫ1qνLN .
Lemma A.5. For all 0 ă ǫ ă 1 there exists a set rΩ Ă Ω with PprΩq “ 1 and the following
property: For every ω P rΩ there exists an rN “ rNpǫ, ωq such that for all N ě rN one has
l
1,ω
N,ą ě ν
´1
”
lnpLNq ´ p1` ǫq lnplnpLNqq
ı
.
Proof. Let 0 ă ǫ ă 1 be arbitrarily given. As a first step, we conclude that
P
˜
max
!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
ă ν´1
”
lnpLNq ´ p1` ǫq lnrlnpLN qs
ı¸
ď
ˆ
1´
rlnpLN qs
1`ǫ
LN
˙2rp1´ǫqνLN {2s
.
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Here, we used the fact that tlˆj,ω : j P Zzt0uu are mutually independent, exponentially
distributed random variables. With the inequality lnp1 ´ xq ď ´x for all 0 ă x ă 1, we
obtain the bound
2
R
p1´ ǫqνLN
2
V
¨ ln
„ˆ
1´
rlnpLNqs
1`ǫ
LN
˙
ď ´p1´ ǫqνrlnpLNqs
1`ǫ ď ´2 lnpNq
for all but finitely many N P N. Therefore, we have
8ÿ
N“1
ˆ
1´
rlnpLNqs
1`ǫ
LN
˙2rp1´ǫqνLN s{2
ă 8
and, consequently, also
8ÿ
N“1
P
˜
max
!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
ă ν´1
´
lnpLN q ´ p1` ǫq lnrlnpLN qs
¯¸
ă 8 .
By using Borel–Cantelli’s lemma, it now follows that there exists a set rΩ1 Ă Ω with
PprΩ1q “ 1 and the following property. For every ω P rΩ1 there exists an rN1 “ rN1pǫ, ωq P N
such that
max
!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
ě ν´1
!
lnpLNq ´ p1` ǫq lnrlnpLN qs
)
for all N ě rN1.
On the other hand, according to Lemma A.4 there exists also a set rΩ2 Ă Ω with
PprΩ2q “ 1 and the following property. For every ω P rΩ2 there exists an rN2 “ rN2pǫ, ωq P N
such that for all N ě rN2 it is!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
Ă
!
l
j,ω
N : j P Zzt0u
)
zt0u .
and therefore
max
!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
ď max
!
l
j,ω
N : j P Zzt0u
)
“ l1,ωN,ą .
Altogether, we thus have shown that for every ω P rΩ1 X rΩ2 there exists an rN :“
maxt rN1, rN2u such that for all N ě rN we have
l
1,ω
N,ą ě max
!
lˆj,ω : j P Jrp1´ǫqνLN {2s
)
ě ν´1
!
lnpLNq ´ p1` ǫq lnrlnpLN qs
)
.
Since PprΩ1 X rΩ2q “ 1, we have proved this theorem.
For the next lemma recall the definition of l˜ 1,ωN,ą and l˜
2,ω
N,ą in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma A.6. For any a ą 0 and 0 ă ηˆ ă 1{2, we have
lim
NÑ8
P
´
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
a
N1´ηˆ
¯
“ 1 . (A.6)
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Proof. For all k P N, let tlj,ωukj“1 be a set of k independent and identically distributed
random variables with common probability density νe´νl. For all k ě 2, we define l1,ωk,ą and
l
2,ω
k,ą as the largest and the second largest element of the set tl
j,ωukj“1, respectively. Then
for any 2 ď k P N and with
rΩk :“ " l1,ωk,ą ´ l2,ωk,ą ě apk ` 1q1´ηˆ
*
one has, see also [LZ07, Section 6.3],
PprΩkq “ kpk ´ 1q 8ż
apk`1q´1`ηˆ
x´apk`1q´1`ηˆż
0
p1´ e´νyqk´2 νe´νx νe´νy dy dx
“ k
8ż
apk`1q´1`ηˆ
´
1´ e´νpx´apk`1q
´1`ηˆq
¯k´1
νe´νx dx
“ e´νapk`1q
´1`ηˆ
.
We hence conclude that, see also [SYZ12, Section 3.3.3],
lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
a
pκωN ` 1q
1´ηˆ
˙
ě lim
NÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
P
ˆ"
l
1,ω
k´2,ą ´ l
2,ω
k´2,ą ą
a
pk ` 1q1´ηˆ
*
X tκωN “ ku
˙
ě lim
NÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
”
PprΩk´2q ` P pκωN “ kq ´ 1ı
“ 1
where ηˆ ă ǫ ă 1{2. Here, we used the fact that
lim
NÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
PpκωN “ kq “ 1 .
since, see inequalities (A.4) and (A.5),
lim
NÑ8
P
`
κωN ă p1´ L
´ǫ
N qνLN
˘
“ lim
NÑ8
P
`
κωN ą p1` L
´ǫ
N qνLN
˘
“ 0 .
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In addition,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ limNÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
”
PprΩk´2q ´ 1ı
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď limNÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
ˇˇˇ
PprΩk´2q ´ 1ˇˇˇ
ď lim
NÑ8
p1`L´ǫ
N
qνLNÿ
k“p1´L´ǫ
N
qνLN
νapk ´ 1q´1`ηˆ
ď lim
NÑ8
νa
2L´ǫN νLN“
p1´ L´ǫN qνLN ´ 1
‰1´ηˆ
ď lim
NÑ8
νa
2νL1´ǫNˆ
1
2
νLN
˙1´ηˆ
“ 0 ,
since ηˆ ă ǫ. Lastly, again due to inequality (A.5),
lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
a
p2νρ´1Nq1´ηˆ
˙
ě lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ"
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
a
pκωN ` 1q
1´ηˆ
*
X
!
κωN ď 2νρ
´1N ´ 1
)˙
ě lim
NÑ8
P
ˆ
l˜
1,ω
N,ą ´ l˜
2,ω
N,ą ą
a
pκωN ` 1q
1´ηˆ
˙
` lim
NÑ8
P
`
κωN ď 2νρ
´1N ´ 1
˘
´ 1
“ 1 .
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